Identification of entire LMX1B gene deletions in nail patella syndrome: evidence for haploinsufficiency as the main pathogenic mechanism underlying dominant inheritance in man.
Heterozygous mutations in the LMX1B gene cause nail patella syndrome (NPS) that is associated with nail and skeletal malformations, nephropathy, and glaucoma. Previous phenotype studies of Lmx1b null mice revealed dorsal limb and renal anomalies similar to human NPS, which contributed to the identification of heterozygous mutations in this LIM-homeodomain protein LMX1B as the genetic defect responsible for NPS. Despite advanced insight into the role of the Lmx1b transcription factor in a broad range of animal developmental programs, the pathogenic mechanism underlying dominant inheritance of NPS in man remained unclear. Here, we describe for the first time the detection of two entire LMX1B gene deletions and one smaller exonic LMX1B deletion by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) in a series of eight unrelated families with classical features of NPS in whom no pathogenic LMX1B mutation was found by sequence analysis. The identification of entire LMX1B deletions strongly confirms that haploinsufficiency is the principal pathogenetic mechanism of NPS and suggests a difference in dosage sensitivity for this gene between mice and man.